
CONSERVATION • INFORMATION SHEET

This storage method is best suited for fragile 
clothing or for clothing with decorative elements 
such as beads and trims.

To prepare a textile for storage, see our ‘Brush 
vacuuming’ information sheet on how to surface 
clean a textile. Remove all pins, staples and acidic 
tissue paper from the items first. For further 

Part 1: Create a tissue roll for padding folds, creases or gathers.

1. Lay out two sheets of acid-free, non-buffered 
tissue paper.

2&3. Scrunch and roughly concertina the top 
sheet of tissue.

3. 4&5. Place the scrunched tissue at the end of 
the flat tissue then roll it loosely to the end.

How to store a fragile garment in an acid-free box

information about packing materials, see our 
‘Products and suppliers’ information sheet.

You will need
• archival-quality, acid-free box about 10% larger 

than your garment or textile
• acid-free non-buffered tissue paper (enough for 

tissue rolls and lining the box)



5. 6. Pinch the ends so the tissue stays in a roll.

Part 2: Pack a garment into an acid-free box with acid-free tissue rolls.

1. Line the base and sides of an acid-free box 
with acid-free tissue paper.

2. Place a dress in the middle of the box with 
the hem of the skirt flush with end of the box.

3. As textiles age and with extra weight placed 
on top of them, folds can become creases which 
may then split. Insert rolls into dress wherever 
it is folded.

4. Placing an acid-free tissue roll into a dress 
fold.



5. Fold one side of the skirt into the box first. If 
it is larger than the box concertina the skirt 
back and forth and place rolls into the folds.

6. Placing rolls where the skirt will be folded in.

7. Inserting a roll in a fold of the skirt. 8. Folding the other side of the skirt into the 
box.

9. Scrunch up extra acid-free tissue to pad out 
the fabric.

10. As the dress is too large to fit in the box, it is 
folded at the smallest section (the waist) and 
supported with a roll bent in half.



11. Pad out the bodice with scrunched up 
acid-free tissue. If the dress has sleeves, pad 
them as well.

12. Place acid-free tissue on top of the dress.

13. Fold in the acid-free tissue lining in from the 
sides.

14. The packed dress. Cover with a lid and store 
in a cool, dark, well ventilated place. Placing a 
photo on the outside of the box helps with quick 
identification.
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